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ABSTRACT 
Special algebraic structures, which are rings of functions with finite support, are 
introduced. These structures are used to develop representations for finite-state 
machines. Three equivalent representations for finite-state machines are presented. 
The first is given in terms of elements of a monoid ring based on a finite set. The 
second is given in terms of elements of a monoid ring based on n-tuples. The third is 
given in terms of the polynomial ring in 271 indeterminates. The representations are 
shown to be unique, and examples of them are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Finite-state machines, originally termed finite automata, were introduced 
in connection with the development of models to describe the behavior of 
neurons [I]. Subsequent investigations have established their general applica- 
bility in a wide range of disciplines. Finite-state machines have been particu- 
larly useful in digital systems, where they have been used in areas from 
switching theory to compiler design. Mathematical investigations of finite-state 
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machines have produced results on machine decompositions [2] and results 
on the theory of finite semigroups [3]. 
Regarding representations of finite-state machines, an accepted practice is 
to use graphical or formal-language techniques for machine representations 
[4], obtained from a 5-tuple definition for the machine [5]. The algebraic 
development presented here also begins with a 5-tuple definition of a 
machine. However, it differs from the graphical and formal-language repre- 
sentations in that each finite-state machine can be related to a distinct 
element of a commutative ring. For this reason, we can make use of the full 
properties of the commutative, associative, and distributive laws to emphasize 
significant features of the finite-state machine. 
In our formulation, we use notation and concepts from both modem 
algebra [6] and analysis [7]. We start with a basic formulation in terms of a 
mapping into a special ring whose elements are functions. General represen- 
tations for elements of this ring are given by finite sums of characteristic 
functions. We prove the uniqueness of these representation. Moreover, we 
establish equivalent representations in terms of rings isomorphic to our 
original commutative ring and provide examples for each representation. 
2. FINITE-STATE MACHINES 
A finite-state machine is defined as a 5-tuple (Q, 2, A, 6, A) in which 
(i) Q is a finite set of elements called states, 
(ii> Z is a finite set of elements called inputs, 
(iii) A is a finite set of elements called outputs, 
(iv) S is a function termed the next-state function 
S:QXC-Q, 
(VI is a function termed the output function 
h:Qxz+A. 
Let A be the class of all finite-state machines that have mutually disjoint 
state set Q, input set Z:, and output set A. Let the cardinality of Q be m, the 
cardinality of C be I, and the cardinality of A be p, i.e., IQ1 = m, ICI = 1, 
and IAl = p. 
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3. A MONOID RING BASED ON A FINITE SET 
We begin by defining a monoid from a set of ordered pairs of functions 
with finite domain. Then we use this monoid to form an entire ring. 
Denote the set of natural numbers by N, the ring of integers by Z, and let 
S be a finite set of cardinality II. 
Let NS be the additive monoid of mappings from S to N, with addition 
defined as pointwise addition of functions. The identity element of N” is 
given by the zero function on S and is denoted by 6. 
Define R to be the direct sum of N” with itself: 
f) = N” $ N” (1) 
Then 0 is an additive monoid with identity element given by (6,6). 
For any mapping v : R + Z denote the support set of v by supp(v). Let 
Z(‘) be the set of all mappings from Q to Z which have finite support; i.e., 
Z(O)= {ala:R+ZandIsupp(cr)I <co}. (2) 
Define addition and multiplication for any c,, u2 E Z’“’ by 
(a, + a2)(K>P) = a,(K,P) + a,(K,P) 




Then Z’“’ together with these addition and multiplication operations consti- 
tutes an entire ring, which we call the monoid ring for Cl over Z. The 
additive identity element is given by the zero function on R, and the 
multiplicative identity element e, E Z(“) is given by 
er( KP CL) = 
1 for (K,P) = (6,6)> 
0 otherwise 
v(K,P) E fl. 
3.1. Characteristic Functions for 2’“’ 
For any subset A c R the characteristic function ,yA: R + (0, 11 is 
defined for every (K, p) E Q by 
X*(K, P) = 
i 
1 for (K,P) GA, 
0 for (~,p) PA. (4) 
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Then by definition of Z’“’ we have that for any u E Z(n) there exist r E N, 
ui E Z - (0}, and (rq, pi) E IR, i = 1,. . . , r, such that 
supp(o) = I(“1,P1),...~(a,,P,)l, lsupp(4l = r, 
o(K,CL) = 
uiEZ-(IO] if (~,p)=(q,P~)foriE(l,...,~-}, 
0 otherwise. 
Thus we can write o as 
u= biX((a, /3))’ . I 
i=l 
We call this the characteristic-function expansion for u. 
Let or, a, E Z(n) have support sets and values given by 
supp(5) = {(“I,PI),...,(“y,sq)} =a> lsuPP(or)l = 4> 
U,(K,/-‘) = 
zjiEZ-{IO} if (~,j.~)=(cq,~~)foriE{l,. 
0 otherwise 
and 
supp(a,) = {(rl,sl>,...~(r,~77,)} =a, I suPP( 4 I = ?- 
g2(K> P) = 






Then the characteristic-function expansions for u1 and a, are 
4 r 
Ul = c oui X(~q,P,)) 0; = C wj XKv,. II,))> 
i=l j=l 
and the product of ur and a, can be written as 
fllU2 = 5 LL “iwjx((ol,+vj,p,+~,)). 
i=l j=l 
3.2. The Mapping r 
Let Z(n) be the monoid ring for 0 over Z based on the finite set S with 
S=QuCuA, (6) 
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where Q, C, and A are the mutually disjoint state set, input set, and output 
set associated with the class of finite-state machines A. Let the sets Q, s, 
and A be enumerated by 
Define the mapping T : A + Z(“’ for any M E A by 
T(M) = C,\f, 
where uhf E Z (a) has support set given by 
Va) 
I,, 1 
SUpp(u.tf) = U U {C'ij> qij)} 
i=) j=l 
(%I 
and values given by 
rAtJ(Eij> 'Pi,) = ' '( 'ij ) Cpij) E s”PP( a&f > (74 
with Ed,, qii E NS, i = 1,. . . , m, j = 1,. . . , 1, given for every s E S by 
i 
1 for s = q,, 
I 
1 for s = S(q,, xj), 
cij(.s) = 1 for s = x.j, cPij(S) = 1 for s = A(qi,xj), (Td) 
0 otherwise, O otherwise. 
LEMMA 1. For event M E A, the element r(M) E ZCn) can be written 
as 
(8a) 
where 8i, gj, pi,, lij E N”, i = I,. . . , rn, j = 1, . . . , 1, are given for every 
s E S by 
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Proof. Since, from Equation (7~) the value of a, is 1 for all elements 
of supp(aM), then the coefficients of each term in the characteristic function 
expansion of r( M > are equal to 1, thus obtaining 
T(M) = E f: x((e,j, C,,))’ 
i=l j=l 
Since for i = 1,. . . , m and j = 1,. . . , 1, we have 
Eij = ei + $ 
‘Pij = Pij + lij> 
then substituting for &ij and ‘pij into the characteristic function expansion for 
T(M) completes the proof. ??
We now determine whether two distinct finite-state machines in A can be 
mapped by r into the same element of Z(O). 
THEOREM 1. For every M, M’ E A, ifM’ # M then T(M)) # T(M). 
Proof. Consider M, M’ E A with M’ # M, and suppose T(M’) = 
T(M). Let M and M’ be given by 
with 
M = (Q, 2, A, 6, A), M’ = (Q, 2, A, S’, A’) 
S, 6’ E QQ”=, A, A’ E AQXz. 
There are three cases for M’ # M: (1) S = S ’ and A # A’, (2) S # S ’ and 
A = A’, and (3) S # 6’ and A # A’. We will show that the result holds for 
the first case. A similar argument applies for the other two cases. 
By Lemma 1, the characteristic function representations for T(M) and 
T( M ‘) can be written as 
T(M) = : i x((e,+c,,P$,+l,,))~ 
i=lj=l 
m 1 
T(M’) = c c x((e;+(;,p:,+Ip’ 
i=l j=l 
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Since Q, 2, and A are disjoint, the supposition r(M) = d M') implies that 
for i = l,..., m and j = l,...,Z we have 
ei = e:, Pij = Pij > 
(9) 
Now, since A # A’, there exist qi, E Q and xj, E C such that 
This, however, implies that cidj, # &Lo which contradicts Equation (9). Thus, 
r( M ') # T(M) which completes the proof. ??
In other words, r is an injective mapping from A to Zen). Theorem 1 
gives the sense in which we say that the representation of M by r(M) is 
unique. 
We now will give an algebraic representation in Z”) for a finite-state 
machine which generates parity for an arbitrary binary number. 
EXAMPLE 1 (Parity-generator finite-state machine). The parity-generator 
finite-state machine is defined as the 5-tuple 
where 
The states, inputs, and outputs are interpreted as follows: 
;; Pa‘ 41 represent an even and an odd binary number, respectively; 
, x1 represent the binary digits 0, 1, respectively, of the binary 
number; 
(c) x2 represents the end delimiter for the binary number; and 
(d) yO, yr represent output of the binary digits 0, 1, respectively. 
The next-state function 8 and output function A are defined in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1 
STATE TRANSITION TABLE FOR PARITY-GENERATOR FINITE-STATE MACHINE 
6 A 
State Input x0 Xl x2 x0 Xl x2 
90 90 91 90 Yo Yl Yl 
91 91 90 90 Yo Yl Yo 
The parity generator copies an arbitrary input binary number to the 
output and appends a parity bit. The input binary number is presented 
serially, low-order bit first, followed by an end delimiter. It is assumed that: 
(a) Initially, the finite-state machine is in state 9,,. 
(b) The inputs are sent to the finite-state machine starting with the input 
representing the least-significant bit of the binary number. 
(c) The output corresponding to an end delimiter is the parity bit: a one 
if the number is even, a zero if the number is odd. 
Using Equation (8b) let oi, lj, I+!+, pij, [ij E NS, i = 0, 1, j = 0, I,% 
k = 0, 1, be given by 
e,(s) = 
1 for s = 9i, 
0 otherwise, 
5j(s) = ’ for ’ =‘I> 
{ 0 otherwise, 
*k(s) = ( 
1 for s = zjk, 1 for s = 6(9,, xj), 
0 otherwise, 
Pij(‘) = 
( 0 otherwise, 
!Cij(') = 
1 for s = h(q,, xi), 
0 otherwise. 
From the definitions of the functions S and A we have 
and 
PO0 = %, PO1 = 9 I> PO2 = 00, 
PI0 = 4, Pll = e oa PC? = 00 
500 = *o> lOi = *I> 502 = (cIl> 
510 = *o> i-11 = *I> 112 = &I- 
The representation for M, is given by r(Mi) E Zen) with 
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Expanding the summation and substituting for piI and lij yields 
‘(Ml) = x{(e,+1,,.B,,+rlr,,)) + xI(e,,+t,.s,+@IN + xN&l+tl. fl,,+ @,)I 
+ xcce, + El,. 0, + h)) + xKH,+t,.fh+$,)) + X{(e,+fr.e,,+&,,))* 
This expression can be factored to obtain 
We next formulate a representation for finite-state machines in terms of a 
monoid ring isomorphic to Z(O). 
4. A MONOID RING BASED ON n-TUPLES 
By using the isomorphism N”” z Nsx ’ where 1 SI = n, we now develop 
an alternative representation for finite-state machines. 
Let N” be the additive monoid of n-tuples of natural numbers with add- 
ition defined componentwise and identity element given by 0 = (0, . . . , 0) E 
N”. 
Let W be the direct sum of N” with itself. Then W is a monoid with 
identity element (0,O). 
Let Zcw) be the entire ring o a f s11 functions from W to Z which have finite 
support, with addition and multiplication defined for any F, , F2 E Zcw) by 
(F, + E’,)(a,b) = F,(a,b) + F,(a,b), 
(F,E’,)(a,b) = c F,(c, d) F,(v, w) V(a, b) E W. 
Cc, d), (v, W)E w 3 
(c.d)+(v.w)=(a,b) 
Then Z(“) together with these addition and multiplication operations consti- 
tute an entire ring, which we call the monoid ring for W ozjer Z. Also, the 
additive identity of this ring is given by the zero function on W, and the 
multiplicative identity e2 E Z w ) is defined for every (a, b) E W by 
e,(a,b) = 
1 for (a,b) = (O,O), 
O otherwise. 
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4.1. The Isomorphism g from Zen) to Zcw ) 
Let g :z(“) -+ Zcw) be defined as follows: For every u E Z’“’ with 
support set 
supp(fl) = {(~~,P,),...,(a,,P,)} =a, Iq+) I = ?- 
and values 
U( ai, pj) = ui E z - {O} I i=l ,...1 r> 
g is given by 
g(a) = F, 
where F E Z (w) has support set given by 
supp(F) = ((al,bl),...,(a,,b,)} c W 
and values given by 
F(ai, bi) = ui, i = l,...,r, ( 1Oc) 
( 104 
( lObI 
with ai, bi E N”, for i = 1,. . . , r, given by 
Using standard techniques, we show that g is a morphism of both addition 
and multiplication (Appendix). Moreover, g is also a bijection and thus an 
isomorphism. Therefore, Zca) E Zcw). 
We will assume the following specific indexing for the elements of S in all 
subsequent work. For si E S, i = 1,. . . , R, with n > m + I, 
i 
4i for i = l,...,m, 
si = Xi-rn for i = m + l,...,m + 1, (11) 
Yi-m-l for i=m+Z+ l,...,n, 
where IQ1 = m, 121 = 1, and ISI = n. 
Next we develop expressions for any element of Zcw) in terms of 
characteristic functions, as we did for elements of Z(“). 
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4.2. Characteristic Functions for Zcw) 
By definition of Zcw) we have the fact that for any F E Zcw) there exist 
r E N, ui E Z - {O), and (ai, bi) E W, i = 1, . . . . t+, such that 
Thus, we can write 
supp(F) = {(a,,b,),...,(a,,b,)}, 
F(a,,bi) = II,, i=l >**.> r. 
a characteristic-function expansion for F as 
F = c “i x((a,.b,)]* 
i=l 
(12) 
Also, let F,, F2 E Zcw) have support sets and values given by 
supp(F,) = {(c,,d,),...,(c,.d,)} cW> IsUPP(F,)l = 4T 
Fl(ci,di) = vi> i = l,...,q, 
and 
supp(F,) = {(~I,w~),...,(v,,w,)) = W, bPP(F2) I = f-7 
Ft(vi>Wi) = wi> i = l,...,r. 
Then they have characteristic function expansions 
Fl = 5 vi X((c,,d,))~ F2 = k wj X((vj,w,))) 
i=l j= I 
and the product of F, and F2 can be written as 
(13) 
We now define a mapping that will be used to obtain a representation for 
finite-state machines in Zcw ). 
4.3. The Mapping t 
Define the mapping t : A + Z(“) as the composite mapping of g with r. 
Then for each A4 E A we have 
t(M) = k”ww = MW). ( 14a) 
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If we denote t( M ) by FM E ZoV ), then 
))L 
suPP(FM) = u 
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F,,f has support set 
U. ((eij> flj)l 
i=l j=l 
and values 
FM(eij,fij) = 1 V(eij) fij> E s”PP( FM) 




where eij, ‘pij E NS are defined in Equation (7d). 
Further, the characteristic-function expansion for t(M) can be written as 
t(M) = IF i X((q,+x,,r,,+z,,))~ 
i=l j=l 
( 15a) 
where qi,xj,rij,zij E N”, i = 1,. . . , m, j = 1,. . . , 1, are given by 
qi = (Oi(sr)>..*> ei(s,)), xj = (tj(sl)~***~tj(sn))~ (15b) 
Since r is an injection by Theorem 1, and since the composition of g and 
T is injective, we have the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 1. For every M, M’ E A, ifM’ # M then t(M’) # t(M). 
4.4. Bracket Notation 
As a notational convenience we shall denote UX~(~,~)) by u[a, blx. Then 
the characteristic function expansion for F E ZCw) defined in Equation (12) 
can be rewritten as 
F = c ui[ai,bi],. 
i=l 
(16) 
We call this the bracket notation for F E ZCw ). 
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In bracket notation the product F,F, becomes 
F1F2 = 5 f: qwj[ct + vj,di + wj] *. 
j=l j=l 
Also, t(M) is written in bracket notation as 
t(M) = 5 f: [qi + xj,rij + zijlX. 
121 
EXAMPLE 2 (The parity-generation 
i=l , . . . ,7, be given by 
machine revisited). Let ei E N7, 
El = (1,O )..., 0) )...) E; = (0 ,..., 0,l). 
Following the indexing convention for S given by Equation (ll), we define 
qi, xj, yk E N’, i = 0, 1, j = 0, 1,2, k = 0, 1, by 
qi = Ei+lT i = O,l, 
xj = &_~+3> j = 0,1,2, 
Yk = &k+i?> k = 0,l. 
Then rij,zij E Ni, i = 0, 1, j = 0, 1,2, are given by 
roe = q0, r-01 = q1, ro2 = go, 
r10 = q,, rll = a, f12 = go 
and 
%l = YO> zo1 = YI> 202 = Yl> 
210 = Yo, Zll = Yl> 212 = Yo. 
The bracket notation for t( M,) E Zcw) is written as 
t( M,) = i 5 [qi + xj,rij + zjj],. 
i = 0 j = 0 
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Expanding the summations and substituting for rij and zij yields 
t(M1) = [% + XO~QO + Yolx + ho + Xl>Ql + Yllx 
+ho + x2,90 + Yllx + h + XO>!tl + Yolx 
+h + x13qo + Yllx + CSl + x2,90 + Yolx- 
This expression can be factored to obtain 
W1) = ([XO~YOIX + [x2~YJ*)hoJlolx + [xl~Yllxho4J* 
+(b17yJx + [x27Yolx)kl,4ol, + [xo~Yolxh~4J,* 
5. THE POLYNOMIAL RING IN 2n INDETERMINATES 
Let Z[ x1, . . . ) X,,] denote the polynomial ring in n deter-minutes ouer 
Z Since Zcw) z ZcN2”) and ZcN”“) E Z[X,, . . . , X2,], then Zcw) s 
zix,,..., &“I. 
Let h:ZCW’ + Z[X,,..., X2,] be defined as follows: For every F E Zcw) 
with support set 
supp(F) = {(al,bl),...,(a,,b,)} c W, 
a, = (ai ,,..., a,,), bj = (bi ,,..., bin), i = l,...,r, 
ai,, bi, E N, I i=l,..., r, j=l,..., n, 
and values 
F(a,,b,) = ui E Z - {0), i = l,...,r, 
h is given by 
h(F) = P, ( 17a) 
where P E Z[X,, . . . , X2,] is given by 
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The same argument as given in the Appendix is used to show that the 
mapping h is a morphism of addition and multiplication. Moreover, h is a 
bijection, and thus an isomorphism. Therefore, Zcw) z Z[ X,, . . . , X,,]. 
5.1. The Mapping T 
Define the mapping T : A --+ Z[ X,, . . . , X,,] as the composite mapping 
of h with t; i.e. 
T(M) = (hot)(M) = h(t(M)) VMEA. (18) 
For M = (Q, C, A, S, A) we can write 
T(M) = f f: X;,,(S? . . . X,x, n x"yl a** x;p', 8 (s ) 'p 0,) 
(19) 
i=lj=l 
where eij, ‘pij E NS were defined in Equation (7d). 
As was the case with t, the mapping T is an injection. Therefore, we have 
the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 2. Forevey M, M’ E A, qM’ # M then T(M’) f T(M). 
EXAMPLE 3 (Polynomial representation of parity-generator machine). Let 
the parity-generation finite-state machine M, be defined as in Example 1. 
Following the indexing convention of Equation (111, the elements of S are 
given by 
4i- 1 for i=1,2 
si = ‘i-m-1 for i = 3,4,5, 
Yi-W-1 for i = 6,7, 
where m = 101 = 2 and 1 = 121 = 3. Then the polynomial representation for 
M, isgivenbyT(Mr)EZ[X,,...,Xr,]with 
T(M,) = X,X,X,X,, + X,X,X,X1, + X,X,X,X,, 
+ X,X,X,X13 + X,X,X,X,, + X,X,X*X,,, 
which can be factored to obtain 
T(M,) = (X,X,, + %X,,)(X,X,) + (X,X,,)(x~xd 
+(x4x14 +x,x1,)(&x8) + vvl3~(x2x9)~ 
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APPENDIX. PROPERTIES OF THE MAPPING g 
Here we show that the mapping g, defined in Equations. (lOa) through 
(IOd) above, is a morphism of both addition and multiplication. 
Let oi, a, E Z (n) be given by 
supp(q) = {(~I,PI),...,((yq.pq)} =a, 
oi( oi7 pi) = z)i E ’ - {O}> 
IsuPP(‘+i)I = 4> (Al) 
i = 1,...,9, 
and 
a~(Yi,7),)=WiEZ-{01, i = l,...,r. 
IsuPP(%)l = r, (A2) 
From the definition of addition in Zen) we have or + o2 E Zen) with 
sUPP(al + fl22) = supp(a1) ” SUPP( ff22)> 
I 
‘i if (K,p) = (ai. pi) for i E {l,..., q} 
and (ai, Pi) @ suPP( ~2)~ 
wj if (K, p) = (3,~~) forj E {l,..., r) 
(a, + a&K> p) = ( and (3, Vj) @ SWJ(‘+~), 
vi + wj if 3i~{l,..., q}andj~{l,..., r) 
3 (K, p) = (ai. Pi> = (Yj, 17,)) 
,O otherwise. 
Let F = g(cr, + u2,), where from the definition of the mapping g we have 
supp(F) = {(a,,b,),...,(a,,b,)} u {(v~,w~),...,(v,,w,)} 
with a,, bi, ~j, wj E N”, i = 1,. . . ,9, j = 1,. . . , r, given by 
ai = (ai(s,), (yi(sn)), 
bi = (Pi,.**, Pi(Sn))> 
vj = (Y,(sl),**‘, Yi(‘n)), 
Wj = (17j(‘1)>‘**? rlj($n)) 
(A31 
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ui + wj if 
(c,d)=(a,,b,)foriE(l,..., q} 
and(ai,bi) @ {(v~,w~),...,(v,,w,)}, 
(c,d) = (vj,wj) forj E {I,..., r) 
and(y,wj) e {(a,,b,),...,(a,,b,)}, 
3i E {l,... ,g} andj E (I,...,r} 
3 (c,d) = (ai,bi) = (~j,wj), 
0 otherwise. 
Let F,, F2 E Zcw) be defined by 
supp(F,) = {(a,,b,),...,(a,,b,)} cW, IsuPP(Fr) I = 4> 
Fr(a,,b,) = oi, i = l,...,q, 
supp(F,) = {(v~,w~),...,(v,,w,)} =W, IsuPP(F2)l = r, 
Fz(y,wj) = W’> j=l >.**1 ?-. 
Then, by definition of addition in Zcw ), we have F = F, + F,. Further, by 
definition of the mapping g, we have F, = g(a,> and F2 = g(a2), so we 
have shown that 
g(o, + o2) = g(oJ + g(4 
Since the choice of ur and uq is arbitrary, we have shown that g is a 
morphism of addition. 
Similarly, from the definition of multiplication in Z’“‘, and from the 
definition of or and (TV given in Equations. (Al) and (A2), we have 
a,u2 E Z’“’ with 
c “iW, 
if (K, P) = (ai + 7’2 Pi + Tj) 
(fl,d(K, P) = 
(i.j) 3 
(K,P)=(a,+Y,,p,+7l]) 
forsome i E {l,...,q} 
0 
andsomej E (l,...,r}, 
otherwise. 
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Let H = g( u1 a,), where from the definition of g we have 
supp( H) = ; b {(ui + Vj~b* -I- wj>It 
i=l j=l 
c V’i Wj if (c,d) = (ai + y,bi + wi) 
H(c,d) = (i.j) 3 (c,d)=(a,+vj,b,+wl) 
forsomei E {l,.,.,q} 
0 
andsomej E (l,...,r}, 
otherwise, 
where a,, b,, vj, wj E N”, i = 1,. . . ,9, j = 1,. . . , r, are given by Equation (A3). 
Then, by definition of multiplication in Zcw) we have H = F,F,, so 
g(a,%,) = g(aJg(4 
Therefore, g is a morphism of multiplication. 
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